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ABSTRACT
Objectives: To find out the efficacy of the intravenous soft laser therapy in the treatment of diabetic foot ulcers.
Study design: It is a prospective study.
Materials and method: This study was conducted on 20 patients of both sexes suffering from diabetic foot ulcers. The patients were assessed clinically and surgical evaluation was done. Intravenous soft laser therapy was done. "Latif Aftab Connector" was used. The treatment was given on alternate days, 15 to 25 sessions were made depending on severity of lesion and response to treatment.
Results: Outcome was assessed predominantly on improving of the size of ulcers. No complication of the procedure observed during study.
Conclusion: Intravenous soft laser therapy is one of the important and reliable modality regarding the treatment of diabetic foot ulcer and prevention of amputation.
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INTRODUCTION
Soft laser light acts on the mitochondria in the cell and enhances the production of ATP. This increased cell energy accelerates the healing power of the wound by regeneration of blood vessels thus stimulation of microcirculation. It is claimed that the healing time of wound decreases by more than 50% when soft laser light is used compared to the wound where it is not used. The soft laser should not be confused with the hard laser. The hard laser can cut, vaporize and coagulate the tissues and has thermal effects, whereas soft laser does not have thermal effects, due to this reason, it is also known as cold laser. The soft laser is human friendly; it relieves pain, subsides inflammation and enhances wound healing processes. It is also known as bio-stimulating laser as it accelerates the endogenous biochemical processes in the cells leading to favorable biological effects in the tissues.

In Europe, America and Australia, soft laser therapy, is a well accepted method to treat sports injuries, Traumatic, inflammatory and overuse injuries, pain relief and healing of rheumatic and arthritic lesions. It is also a useful modality in the treatment of persistent non healing wounds, cold sores and ulcers. Soft lasers have been used for over 35 years in many countries as therapeutic energy to bring about favorable biological effects.

The first soft lasers received FDA clearance in the United States in 2002. In the last few years, the soft laser therapy in North America is being used increasingly. FDA has recently cleared many soft laser devices for treatment of a number of medical conditions, such as cervical neck pain, shoulder pain, low back pain, joint pain, generalized pain and acceleration of wound healing. This type of light therapy is being used in Governmental agencies in USA such as NASA. Soft laser therapy is a regular feature in US Olympic training centers and some studies have reported very good results and recovery in sports injuries. Soft laser light causes release of anti inflammatory enzymes and endorphins which are known as natural pain killers and mood elevators. Palmgren investigated the effect of soft laser therapy on infected abdominal wounds after surgery. Healing time was less than half, 6-8 days laser group compared to 14 days where no laser therapy was used. Where as the use of soft lasers in skin lesions is now a days a routine, recognized method of wound healing in west. The Use of soft lasers on skin in diabetic foot has shown some valuable results. In this study, soft laser was used intravenously in diabetic foot ulcer patients to evaluate and assess its efficacy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:
This study was conducted on 20 patients of both sexes suffering from diabetic foot ulcers. Intravenous soft laser therapy was done. To make the contact of the laser light with blood, world’s 1st cheapest connector was designed and made by the principal investigator designated as "Latif Aftab Connector" for intravenous soft laser therapy. The connector on one
side accommodated intravenous cannula and on the other side tip of laser probe was introduced inside the connector. The source of the laser light was a soft laser device LaserCat marketed by Med Solution Germany. On average treatment was started with 20 mw red & infrared laser for 6 minutes. The dose was increased to 30mw red and infrared lasers gradually. The treatment was given on alternate days, 15 to 25 sessions were made depending on severity of lesion and response to treatment. Weekly assessment regarding improvement or otherwise was made on following parameters i.e., pin, coldness, numbness, praesthesia, ulceration, platelets aggregation, and duplex scan. The diabetic foot ulcers were classified according to Wagner’s classification.

RESULTS

Twenty patients were included in this study to evaluate the efficacy of intravenous soft laser therapy on the treatment of diabetic foot ulcers. With reference to the Wagner’s classification for the diabetic foot ulcers, the distribution of the patients is shown in table.

Table showing patients distribution according to Wagner’s staging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wagner’s stage</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outcome was assessed predominantly on the improving of the size of ulcers. The duration of ulcers before therapy were ranging from 6 to 15 months. The number of sessions of intravenous soft laser therapy was ranging from 15 to 25, depending upon the severity of the lesion and the response of the treatment. The duration of the treatment was ranging from 30 to 50 days, again depending upon the severity of the lesion and the response of the treatment. Up to the stage 3, all patients responded well and were cured. However in two patients, recurrence of ulcer occurred, which responded well to the retreatment. In stage 4, feet of all patients were saved, but one patient has ray amputation of one toe before the start of soft laser therapy. However the rest of the foot was saved with the use of intravenous soft laser therapy. In stage 5, patient ultimately needed amputation of the foot. No complication of the procedures observed during study.
DISCUSSION
Diabetic foot is one of the major complications of long standing diabetes mellitus. With existing treatment modalities, most of the patients will end up ultimately with some sort of amputation. In this study, intravenous soft laser therapy was used to cure diabetic foot ulcers and to avoid its progression to amputation, which has shown encouraging outcome. The problem in designing this study was “how to irradiate blood with soft laser light?” as neither the laser device manufacturer (Med Solution-Germany), manufactured catheter to bring laser to come in contact with blood, nor other such catheter was available in this part of the world. To make the contact of the laser light with blood, world’s 1st cheapest connector was designed and made by the principal investigator designated as “Latif Aftab Connector” for intravenous soft laser therapy. The ever first patient in whom the intravenous soft laser therapy was used, was advised amputation by many consultants, but patient was reluctant. After evaluation, the ray amputation of one of the completely gangrenous toe was done. Later on this patient, after getting the formal consent was included in the study for intravenous soft laser therapy. This therapy was done on alternate days for 7 weeks and ultimately very encouraging results were seen, as the rest of the foot was saved. The four years follow up of the patient is available which shows a normal foot with no complaints. As shown in the results of this study, in other cases also the response of the therapy in diabetic foot ulcers was very good. On extensive search of the literature, although use of soft laser in diabetic foot on the skin shows encouraging results (1), (7), (10) but its intravenous use is not found in diabetic foot patients.

CONCLUSION
Intravenous soft laser therapy is one of the important and reliable modality regarding the treatment of diabetic foot ulcer and prevention of amputation.
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